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Abstract— The successof mobile robots, and particularly
of those interfacing with humans in daily envir onments (e.g.,
assistantrobots), relieson the ability to manipulate information
beyond simple spatial relations. We are interested in semantic
information, which gives meaning to spatial information lik e
imagesor geometric maps. We presenta multi-hierar chical ap-
proachto enablea mobile robot to acquire semanticinformation
fr om its sensors, and to use it for navigation tasks. In our
approach, the link betweenspatial and semantic information is
establishedvia anchoring. We show experimentson a real mobile
robot that demonstrateits ability to useand infer new semantic
information fr om its envir onment, impr oving its operation.

Index Terms— Semantic maps, Mobile robots, Anchoring,
Knowledge representation,Abstraction, Symbol grounding.

I . INTRODUCTION

The studyof robotmapsis oneof the mostactive areasin
mobile robotics. This areahaswitnessedenormous progress
in thelasttenyearsmostlybasedon metricand/or topological
representations (see[1] for a comprehensive survey). There
are, however, other types of information which would be
neededin order to autonomouslyperform a variety of tasks:
for instance,the robot mayneedto know thata givenareain
a map is a kitchen, or that corridors in a public building are
usuallycrowdedduring daytime but emptyat night. In other
words, the robot needsto have somesemanticinformation
about the entities in the environment.Semanticinformation
canbeusedto reasonabout the functionalities of objectsand
environments, or to provide additional input to thenavigation
and localization subsystems.Semantic information is also
pivotal to theability of therobotto communicatewith humans
usinga common setof termsandconcepts[2].

The needto include semanticinformation in robot maps
has beenrecognized for a long time [3], [4]. In fact, most
robots that incorporateprovisions for task planning and/or
for communicatingwith humans, storesomesemanticinfor-
mation in their maps(e.g., [5], [6]). Commoninformation
includes the classificationof spaces(rooms,corridors, halls)
and the namesof placesand objects.This information can
be usedto decidethe navigation mode to use, or for task
planning. However, while geometric andtopological informa-
tion is usuallyacquiredautomatically by therobot throughits�
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sensors,semanticinformation is most often hand-codedinto
the system.

Recently, a few authors have reported systemsin which
the robot can acquire and use semantic information [7],
[8]. In most cases,however, the acquisition is done via a
linguistic interaction with a human andnot usingthe robot’s
own sensors.An interestingexception is [9], in which the
robot extracts semanticinformation from 3D models built
from a laser scanner. This work, inspired by work on 3D
sceneanalysisin vision [10], is similar in spirit to the one
proposedhere,but its scopeis narrower, beinglimited to the
classificationof surfaceelements(ceilings,floors,door, etc.).

In this paper, we propose an approach to allow a mobile
robot to build a semanticmap from sensordata,and to use
this semanticinformation in the performance of navigation
tasks.In our approach, we maintaintwo parallelhierarchical
representations:a spatialrepresentation, anda semanticone.
Theserepresentations arebasedon off-the-shelfcomponents
from the field of robot mapping and from the field of AI
andknowledgerepresentation,respectively. The link between
thesecomponentsis provided by the concept of anchoring,
which connects symbolic representations and sensor-based
representations[11]. The semanticinformation can be used
to perform complex typesof reasoning. For instance,it can
be usedby a symbolic planner to devise contingency plans
that allow the robot to recover from exceptional situations.

In the rest of this paper, we describeour approach in
somedetail,andpresentseveralexperimentsperformedon an
iRobotMagellanrobot equippedwith asonarring, a laser, and
a color camera.In theseexperiments,we show how the robot
can: (1) acquire semanticinformation from sensordata,and
link this informationto thosedata;(2) usegeneric knowledge
to infer additional informationabout theenvironment andthe
objectsin it; and(3) usethis informationto plantheexecution
of tasksandto detectpossibleproblems during execution.

I I . OVERALL APPROACH

In our approachwe endow a mobile robot with an internal
representationof its environmentfrom two different perspec-
tives: (i) a spatialperspective, that enables it to reliably plan
and execute its tasks(e.g., navigation); and (ii) a semantic
perspective, that provides it with a human-like interfaceand
inference capabilities on symbolicdata(e.g., a bedroom is a
room that containsa bed). Thesetwo sourcesof knowledge,



Fig. 1. Thespatial andsemanticinformation hierarchies.On the left, spatial
information gatheredby therobotsensors.On theright, semanticinformation
that modelsconceptsin the domainand relations between them.Anchoring
is usedto establish the basiclinks betweenthe two hierarchies (solid lines).
Additional links can then be inferred by symbolic reasoning (dotted line).

spatialandsemantic,are interrelatedthrough the concept of
anchoring [11], that connects internal symbols (e.g., bed-1)
to sensordatathat refersto the samephysical entitiesin the
environment (e.g.,an imageof a bed).

Fig. 1 depictsour approach. It includes two hierarchical
structures, the spatial and the conceptual hierarchies. The
Spatial Hierarchy arrangesits information in different levels
of detail: (i) simplesensorialdatalike cameraimagesor local
gridmaps, (ii) the topology of the robot environment, and
(iii) the whole environment representedby an abstractnode.
Additional intermediate levels could alsobe included.

The Conceptual Hierarchy represents concepts(categories
and instances)and their relations, modeling the knowledge
about the robot environment. This permits the robot to do
inferencesabout symbols, thatis instancesof givencategories.

The integration of both sourcesof knowledge enables
the robot to carry out complex navigational tasksinvolving
semanticinformation.For example, the robot can execute a
task like go to the living-room by inferring that the spatial
element ��� is identified as a living-room1 sinceit includes
a percept (sensorial data)anchored to the symbol sofa-1,
which is an instanceof the general classsofa. This inference
is graphically represented by a dottedline in Fig. 1.

In our work we manage the Spatial Hierarchy by using
a mathematical model called AH-graph model [12], which
hasproved its suitability in reducing the computationaleffort
of robot operationssuchaspath-search[13] or symbolictask
planning [14]. Ontheotherhand, theconceptualhierarchy has
beenmodeledby employing standard AI languages, like the
NeoClassiclanguage [15], in order to provide the robot with

1Note that �	� could also be a bedroom in this example. Multi ple
possibilities whendeducing the type of a room are treated in Sec.V.
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Fig. 2. Topological extraction. (a) Original gridmap;(b) Fuzzymorpholog-
ical opening; (c) Watershedsegmentation; (d) Extracted topology.

inferencecapabilities.Overall,our multi-hierarchical mapcan
be classified as a hybrid metric-topological-semanticmap
according to the taxonomy proposedin [16].

I I I . THE TWO HIERARCHIES

A. TheSpatial Hierarchy

TheSpatialHierarchy containsspatialandmetric informa-
tion from the robot environment

This model is basedon abstraction, thathelpsto minimize
theinformationrequiredto plantasksby grouping/abstracting
symbols within complex andhigh-detailedenvironments.

The basicsensorialinformation held by the SpatialHier-
archy (at the lowest level) are imagesof objects and local
gridmaps,which area representation of the local workspace
of the robot. Such percepts are abstractedinto the upper
levelsof thehierarchy to representthe topology of thespace.
Nodesrepresent open areas,such as rooms, corridors, and
arcsthepossibilityof navigation from oneto another. Finally,
the whole spatialenvironmentof the robot is represented at
the highest level as a single node. The use of small local
metric mapsconnectedinto a global topological mapallows
us to preserve the accuracy provided by metric maps,while
covering thelargeextentthatcanbeaffordedby a topological
mapwith limited computationaleffort [16].

The construction of this hierarchy is basedon the tech-
niques presentedin [17], [18]. It usesthe datagatheredfrom
the robot sensors,i.e., ultrasonic sensors,to build an occu-
pancy grid mapof thesurroundings of therobot(seeFig. 2a),
that canbe seenasan imagewherevaluesof emptiness(and
occupancy) correspond to gray-scalevalues.This grid map
is then segmented, using image processingtechniques, into
largeopenspaces, thatcanbeanchoredto roomnames.To do
so, the gray-scaleimageis filtered usingfuzzy mathematical
morphology, which yields a new gridmap where valuesof
cells representa membership degree to circular open spaces
(Fig. 2b).Theresultinggrid is thensegmentedinto connected
componentsusinga technique calledwatershedingin orderto
extract the topology of the openspacein the environment.
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Fig. 3. Detail of Level 1 of our conceptual hierarchy. Horizontal links are
“has” links, like the onesin the description above. Vertical links are “ is-a”
links, andgo to the other levels of the hierarchy.

Fig. 5 shows an example of the Spatial Hierarchy con-
structedby the robot in oneof our experiments.

B. TheConceptual Hierarchy

The Conceptual Hierarchy models semantic knowledge
about the robot environment. All concepts derive from a
common ancestorcalled Thing, at the top level of the hier-
archy. At the next level (level 2) thereare the two general
categories Objects and Roomsof interest for our domain.
At level 1 we find specificconcepts (kitchen, bedroom, bed,
sofa, etc.)derived from thesecategories.Theseconcepts may
incorporate constraints,like the fact that a bedroom must
have at leastonebed.Finally, at level 0 we have individual
instancesof theseconcepts,denotedby symbolslikeroom-C
or sofa-1.

In our work, we usea well-known systemfor knowledge
representationandreasoning developedwithin theAI commu-
nity, calledNeoClassic[15]. The following is an example of
how theconceptof a kitchencanbedefinedin theNeoClassic
language.Intuitively, a kitchenis a room thathasa stove and
a coffee machine, but doesnot have a bed,bathtub, sofa or
TV set.

(createConcept Kitchen
(and Room

(atLeast 1 stove)
(atLeast 1 coffee-machine)
(and (atMost 0 bathtub) (atMost 0 sofa)

(atMost 0 bed) (atMost 0 tvset))))

Fig. 3 shows the full Level 1 of the conceptual hierarchy
outlinedin Fig. 1 above.2 The inference mechanismsin Neo-
Classic(andin mostotherknowledgerepresentationsystems)
allow therobot to usethis knowledgeto performseveraltypes
of inferences.For instance,if weknow thatroom-D is aroom
andthat it containsobj-1 which is a bathtub, thenwe can
infer thatroom-D is a bathroom.

2This semanticknowledge is admittedly overly simplistic, and it is used
heremainly for illu stration purposes.

IV. L INKING THE HIERARCHIES

A. Anchoring

According to [11], anchoring is theprocessof creatingand
maintaining the correspondence betweensymbols andsensor
datathat refer to the samephysicalobjects.

In our framework, the anchoring process is needed to
connect the symbols at the ground level of the Conceptual
Hierarchy to thesensordataacquired from thesonars andthe
videocamera.Morespecifically, theanchoring processcreates
the connectionbetweensensordata representingroomsand
corridors in the Spatial Hierarchy (e.g., a local gridmap)
to the corresponding symbol in the Conceptual Hierarchy
(e.g., room-C); and sensordatarepresenting objectsin the
SpatialHierarchy (e.g., thesegmentedimageof a sofa) to the
corresponding symbol (e.g.,sofa-1). Theanchoring process
is also neededto maintain this information over time, even
whenthe objectsandplacesarenot in view, so that they can
be recognized whenthey comeback into view.

In our work, we use the computational framework for
anchoring defined in [19]. In that framework, the symbol-
datacorrespondencefor a specificobject is represented by a
datastructurecalledan anchor. An anchorincludespointers
to thesymbol andsensordatabeingconnected, together with
a set of properties useful to re-identify the object, e.g., its
color andposition. Thesepropertiesarealsousedasinput by
the control routines.

B. Inferenceusinganchoring

The Conceptual Hierarchy hasat its lowest level symbols
denoting individual objectslikeroom-A andsofa-1. These
symbols areinstancesof classesthat in turn arepart of more
abstractclasses.The SpatialHierarchyhasat its lowest level
gridmapsandat its higher levels increasinglyabstractspatial
entities like rooms and corridors. The entitiesrecognizedat
different levels of the SpatialHierarchy areconnected by the
anchoring processto the symbols that denote theseentities
in the Conceptual Hierarchy. This allows the applicationof
inferences on spatial objects. For instance,by connectinga
spatiallyrecognizedroom,R1, to thesymbol room-A which
is an instanceof the classkitchen, the robot is able to fulfill
the userhigh-level command go to the kitchen.

The anchoring process also connects objectsacquired by
vision to individual symbols.Objectsarerecognizedby shape
and color and an anchor is createdcontaining the symbol,
the symbolic descriptionandthe perceptual propertiesof the
object including its position.The positionallows the system
to determine in which room or corridor the object is.

The anchoring connectionbetweenboth hierarchies(Spa-
tial andConceptual) allows the robot usesemanticinforma-
tion in several ways. By recognizing objectsof a particular
type inside a room, the robot may be able to classify that
room. For example if a stove is detectedinside room-A,
the inference systemwill deductthat the room is a kitchen.
Another way to use semantic information is to infer the
probablelocationof an object which hasnot beenpreviously
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup.(Left) Plan of our home-like scenario. (Right)
Our mobile robot identifying a red box (a sofa).

observed. For instance,if the robot is looking for a stove, it
canusethe semanticnet shown in Fig. 3 to decidethat only
the kitchen needsto be explored.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In order to testour approach,a varietyof experimentshave
been conducted on a Magellan Pro robot using an imple-
mentationof the ThinkingCap robotic architecture [20]. We
have reproducedin our laboratory a home-like environment
asthe oneshown in Fig. 4 embracing four rooms (a kitchen,
a living-room, a bathroom, and a bedroom) connectedby a
corridor. The robot used in our experiments incorporatesa
laser rangefinder, 16 sonars,and a color camera for object
recognition. Since reliable and robust object recognition is
out of the scopeof this paper, in our experimentsthe vision
systemhasbeensimplifiedto recognize only combinationsof
colorsandsimpleshapeslike boxesandcylinders, identifying
them as furniture (i.e., a red box represents a sofa, a green
box a bathtub, a greencylinder a stove, etc.).

Using this setup,we have carriedout the following three
different typesof experiments.

A. Model Construction

The creationof the Spatial Hierarchy and its connection
to the Conceptual Hierarchy enablesthe robot to infer the
typeof rooms according to their objects.This experimentwas
performedby tele-operatingthe robot within its environment
while it stores spatial information of detectedrooms and
objectsandconnects(anchors) themto symbolsat the lowest
level of the Conceptual Hierarchy. Fig. 5 shows the Spatial
Hierarchy constructedin our experimentswhich holds local
gridmapsof rooms and images of recognized objectsat the
lowestlevel, thetopology of theenvironment at thefirst level,
andthe whole robot workspaceat the highestlevel.

In this experiment, the symbols createdat the lowest level
of theConceptual Hierarchy (shown in thefigure in brackets)
are sofa-1, sofa-2, bathtub-1, and stove-1 for
objects,androom-A, room-B, room-C, androom-D for
rooms. Object’s symbols areclassifiedin their correspondent

Fig. 5. Constructed Spatial Hierarchy. Spatial information is anchored to
symbolsat the lowest level of the Conceptual Hierarchy. For the sake of
clarity, connected symbolsare shown in brackets below each spatial entity.

type by the vision systemwhile the type of rooms is in-
ferred following the semanticdescription shown in Fig. 3,
through the type of objectsthat they contain.Thus,room-
D is unequivocally classifiedas a bathroom and room-A
as a kitchensinceboth roomscontainobjects(bathtub-1
andstove-1 respectively) thatunequivocally identify these
types.However, in somecases,the type of a room can not
be unequivocally determined by the observed objects. This is
the casefor room-B and room-C, where only a sofa has
beenobserved: given this incomplete information, the robot
describesthe type of this room by a disjunction: livingroom
OR bedroom.

B. Navigation

Theseexperimentswereintendedto prove theutility of our
approach as a mechanism for human-robot communication,
allowing users to give symbolic instructions to the robot.
In the first experiment, we ask the robot to solve the task
go to the bathroom. To do so, the inference systemneeds
to find an instanceof the generalcategory bathroom to be
used as the destinationfor the robot, i.e., room-D. This
symbolic information,however, cannot bedirectly handled by
the navigation system,which requires insteadthe spatial in-
formation relatedto the destination.Suchspatialinformation
is retrieved by following the anchoring link that connects the
desireddestinationto thetopological element� in theSpatial
Hierarchy. In this way, the initial symbolic task is translated
to the executable task go to D. This task is then performed
using the topological and metric information for navigation
storedin the SpatialHierarchy — seeFig. 6 (top).

The useof knowledge representationtechniquesallows us
to represent andreasonaboutsituationsof ambiguity, which
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Fig. 6. Experimental runs. Path followed by the robot when performing
the tasks:(top) go to the bathroom; (middle) go to the bedroom; (bottom)
approach the TV set.

mayarisewhentherobot’s informationabout theenvironment
is incomplete. Semantic information can be exploited to
autonomouslydevise strategies to resolve theseambiguities,

for instance,by usingan AI planner.

In order to test this possibility, we have performed an
experiment in which we gave the robot the task to go to
the bedroom. Basedon the available environmental infor-
mation, both room-B and room-C could be classifiedas
bedroom by the semanticinference system.To cope with
this type of situations,our systemis equipped with a state
of the art AI planner, called PTLplan [21]. PTLplan is a
conditional possibilistic/probabilistic planner which is able
to reasonabout uncertainty and about perceptual actions.
PTLplansearchesin a spaceof epistemicstates,representing
a set of hypothesesabout the actualstateof the world. For
instance,in oneepistemicstateroom-C is aabedroom,while
in anotherone it is a living-room. PTLplan can also reason
about perceptual actions,which make observationsthat may
discriminate betweendifferentepistemicstates,thusreducing
the uncertainty. In our example, PTLplan has producedthe
following conditionalplan,wheretheperceptual actioncheck-
for-bedroom looks for objects that unequivocally identifiesa
bedroom (i.e., a bed).

((MOVE CORR1 B)
(CHECK-FOR-BEDROOM)
(COND
((IS-A-BEDROOM ROOM-B = F)
(MOVE ROOM-B CORR1)
(MOVE CORR1 ROOM-C)
(CHECK-FOR-BEDROOM)
(COND

((IS-A-BEDROOM ROOM-C = T) :SUCCESS)
((IS-A-BEDROOM ROOM-C = F) :FAIL)))

((IS-A-BEDROOM ROOM-B = T) :SUCCESS)))

This plancanbereadasfollows: go to oneof thecandidate
rooms (Room-C); observe the furniture in order to classify
it; if the room is classifiedas a bedroom, then the goal is
achieved; else go to the other candidate room (Room-B),
observe the furniture, and succeedor fail depending of the
result of the classification.Fig. 6 (middle) shows a sample
execution of this task, in which the robot finds a bed in the
first room visited (Room-B).

The semanticinformation storedin the Conceptual Hier-
archy also enables the robot to reasonabout the location
of objects non-previously observed. To test this ability, a
different typeof navigation experimentwasdevisedin which
we asked the robot to approach the TV set. Sincethereare
no instancesof the category TVset in the Conceptual Hier-
archy, the inferencesystemgeneratestheir probablelocation
according to theavailablesemanticknowledge:a bedroomor
a living-room, that is, room-B or room-C. The robot then
usesPTLplan to generatea conditional plan similar to the
oneabove, in which the robot visits eachroom andperforms
the perceptual action look-for-tv in eachone.Fig. 6 (bottom)
shows a sampleexecution of this task, in which the robot
doesnot find a TV setin thefirst room visited(Room-B) but
it finds it in the secondone(Room-C).



C. Detectinglocalizationerrors

The navigation systemof the robot can use the semantic
information to detectlocalizationerrors by reasoning about
the expected locationof objects.We have testedthis feature
through the following experiment. The robot was placedat
the entrance of room-C previously identified as a living-
room. The odometric positionwasapproximatively ( ������� ,� ��� ). An error in the odometric systemwas artificially
introduced by lifting the robot and placing it in front of
room-A. Inside room-A, the robot recognized a stove.
The inference system then signaledan exception, since a
living room should not contain a stove according to the
givensemanticknowledge.Assumingareliablevisionsystem,
this exception was attributed to a self-localizationerror and
reported to the navigation system.In our experiment, this
systemcorrectedtheinternal positionof therobot usingto the
new observed objectasa landmark (i.e., ����� and � ��� ).

VI . CONCLUSIONS

This paperhaspresented a multi-hierarchicalmapfor mo-
bile robots which includes spatialandsemanticinformation.
Thespatialcomponentof themapis usedto planandexecute
robot tasks,while the semanticcomponentenablesthe robot
to perform symbolicreasoning. Thesecomponentsaretightly
connectedby an anchoring process.

Our approachhasbeensuccessfullytestedon a realmobile
robot demonstratingthe following abilities: (i) interfacewith
humans using a common set of concepts, (ii) classify a
room according to the objectsin it, (iii) deducethe probable
localizationof an object, (iv) deal with ambiguities, and (v)
detect localization errors basedon the typical locations of
objects.Although in our experimentswe have chosenspecific
techniques for the spatial and the semanticcomponents, it
shouldbe emphasizedthat our approachdoesnot dependon
this choice:onecould reproduceour resultsusinga different
representation for the semanticcomponent, for the spatial
component,or for both. An additional interestingpossibility
would be to uselearningtechniquesto automatically acquire
the semanticstructure of the domain.
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